IN THE ‘CITY OF SPRINGS’

WHERE:
Jinan is the capital city of China’s Shandong Province and,
since ancient times, it has been called the ‘City of Springs’: it
is not only a vibrant and modern metropolis, but also one of
the cradles of Chinese civilisation , with its 72 water springs
and 700 wells all around. The Huang He (Yellow River) runs
across its skyscrapers and its willows and flows into the Gulf of
Bohai, in the northeastern part of China; it provides protection
from the wind and the sea, granting safe communication
channels and nurturing the city. It is no surprise that Jinan’s
connection with water is ancient and authentic.

WHEN:
October 2018

CONTRACTOR:
Shandong Construction Engineering Co., Ltd.

SALES AGENT:
Shandong Quanen Mechanical and Electrical Equipment Co.,
Ltd.

THE REQUEST
In the fascinating city of Jainan, among its traditional shops, its hidden courtyards and its modern architecture
buildings, rises an elegant and sophisticated high-end villa district named the China Railway City.
The renowned Shandong Quanen Mechanical and Electrical Equipment, which is mainly engaged in engineering
projects and retail operations for villas, high-end clubs and industrial customers, is the manager of the China
Railway City project. Together with Shandong Construction Engineering, they have chosen DAB to supply their
newly built 56 villas with imported equipment. In greater detail, the required tools specifications and quantity are:
56 sets of lifting stations FEKAFOS 280 D according to the EN 12050, equipped with sets of double pumps FEKA
VS 750 M NA with vortex impeller, and NOVABOX, the automatic collection and lifting station.
The reason for this choice lies in the high quality of the products: in fact, the equipment has attractive appearance,
excellent performance and, last but not least, operates reliably. Moreover, when comparing the polypropylene
collecting and lifting station to the traditional septic pits, both FEKAFOS and NOVABOX stand out for their easy
installation and maintenance; they therefore enjoy a high prestige among the customers. One wouldn’t expect
more for such a fine and prestigious project..!
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